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Abstract- A new fault location algorithms with consideration of arcing faults calculation based on the two end synchronized 
data for high voltage transmission line is presented in this paper. In this algorithms we used least error square (LSE) 
principal without considering line parameters. The least error square principle is used on positive sequence equivalent circuit 
to calculate the fault distance from the reference bus. This algorithms is simple in calculation for lumped or disquieted 
transmission lines, as well as require less data and also non-iterative in nature. Due to the requirement of two end data, this 
algorithms provide promising performance against the variable fault resistance. In addition, as it use only positive sequence 
circuit only, it suitable for all type of faults i.e. symmetrical as well as unsymmetrical. The PSCAD transient program is used 
to perform the faults cases and Matlab is used for calculation of fault locator performances as per the algorithms. The results 
provide evidence of performance of algorithms through investigation using a detailed simulation of a selected 200 km 
overhead transmission system. 
 
Index Terms- Fault location, Line parameters, synchronize or Un-synchronize data, LES (Least Error Square), Lumped 
parameters, Distributed parameters, Transmission line. 
 
I. INTRODUCTION 
 
The modern society has come to depend heavily upon 
continues and reliable availability of electricity and 
high quality of electricity too. No power system can 
be design in such a way that it would never fail. So 
one has to live with failures, if no fast fault locator 
used and identify the fault position and take quick 
restoration process. For quick restoration process 
require a fast and accurate fault location algorithm 
that provide a quick and reliable solution of this 
problem. So, that fault locating algorithms gains a 
growing interest among protective device in recent 
few years. Transmission lines commonly experience 
a variety of faults resulting in disconnecting the 
power delivering to loads nearby it. Therefor the 
restoration process can be archive easily, if the fault 
location of the fault is either known or can be 
predicted with reasonable accuracy. Many benefits 
are achieved by using fault locator in power systems, 
including reducing maintains times, improving power 
quality, increasing the power availability, and avoid 
future misfortunes. 
 
Fault location algorithms may be classified on the 
account of available data at measured terminals and 
line parameters. On the basis of available data for 
measured terminal, one end, two end and multi-end 
methods are available. The two end methods are 
giving good results for locating faults in transmission 
system for any type of transmission line 
modeling(lumped or distributed parameters) [1], [2]. 
Similar is the case for multi end method as in [3]. The 
requirement for these methods in order to generate 
accurate fault location are line parameter and 
fundamental phasor synchronization. Two end 
method is more accurate and faster than the one end 

method. However two end method require 
synchronizing measure data that require data 
acquisition process which makes it more complex 
and costly. There are several methods used to 
calculate fault location. Some of them are presented 
here, impedance based methods, travelling wave 
based methods, artificial intelligence technique. 
There are various impedance based methods that may 
use one-end, two-end data. These impedance based 
method calculate fault location by modeling a 
network which consider faulty condition by the use 
of synchronized phasor measurement. In travelling 
wave based method transient signals or travelling 
surge are used at power frequency or high power 
frequency [4]–[10]. However some of the issues 
relevant to travelling wave based methods are 
wavefront detection, timing accuracy, multiple 
reflections and noise filtering etc. Therefore this 
method needs more computation time along with 
costly instruments. Some of the algorithm are based 
upon Artificial intelligence technique but it requires 
accurate features identification and maximum 
possible fault test cases [11]–[13]. One of the 
Intelligence techniques uses Artificial neural 
networks (ANN). ANN used for fault identification, 
classification and location [14].Other intelligence like 
techniques such as Support vector Machine or a 
combination of ANN and wavelet transform [15] and 
many other combinations are also used for fault 
identification and   location. 
 
Some of the algorithms are proposed to located fault 
with unsynchronized measured data [16], [17] and 
some without using line parameters [18]–[21]. By 
taking synchronization angle and line parameter as 
unknown some of the method calculate fault location 
using iterative method like Newton Raphson. Though 
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the iterative method requires a good initial guess 
therefore solution is sensitive to that value. Most of 
the algorithm requires type of fault along with its 
representation for each symmetrical and un-
symmetrical fault component. 
 
In this work, a fault location algorithm is proposed 
without using line parameters. This algorithm is 
equally applicable to any type of fault along with 
synchronized and un-synchronized measured data. 
The algorithm formulation based upon two end 
measurement data using Least squares Technique 
(LSQ) for locating fault point. This algorithm works 
in two steps. First, calculate synchronization angle 
based on the three sample moving window technique. 
Second, evaluate fault distance for different types of 
faults. The reminder of this is as follows. Section-II 
describe system modeling with line simulation with 
line configuration. 
Section-III gives the problem formulation, and 
simulation results with discussion are provided in 
section-IV for the given transmission system. 
 
II. SIMULATED SYSTEM 
 
Fig.1 show the single line diagram of 200 km, 230 kV 
transmission line simulated in the PSCAD transient 
program. MATLAB software interface is used to 
implement the algorithm. Thevenin’s Equivalent 
Impedance of voltage sources at bus j and k are given 
as using mutual coupled R-L circuit as: the positive 
sequence is Zj1 = 52.9∠83°Ω, Zk1  = 52.9∠83°Ω 
and  zero  sequence  is  Zj0 = 52.9∠ 83°Ω, Zk0   = 
52.9∠ 83°Ω respectively. 
 
The locators are estimated using low and high 
resistive faults as well as using arcing faults [22]. 
This transmission line is represented using frequency- 
dependent model [23]. Trans- mission line impedance 
are given as: the positive sequence is Rabc1 = 
1.787240475 Ω, Labc1 = 25.3881338mH, Gabc1 
=5.0µ mho, Babc1 = 0.163558973m mho, and zero 
sequence is Rabc0 = 18.15761005 Ω, Labc0 = 
66.3236615mH, Gabc0 = 5.0µ mho, Babc0 = 
033049.1161m mho. 

 

 
Fig. 1.   Single line diagram of transmission system 

 
Line Configuration and its Parameters: The 

transmission line configuration is illustrated in Fig.2. 
The phase conductor is Aluminum Conductor Steel 
Reinforced (ACSR) Cable with DC resistance 
0.03206 Ω, and radius of the conductor is 0.020345 
m. The arrangement of all phase conductor in the 
form of isosceles triangle with base 10 m and two 
sides 7.0711 m. The ground wires are solid, its DC 
resistance is 2.8645 Ω, and radius of the ground 
conductor is 0.0055245 m, height of ground wire 
above lowest conductor 10 m, Sag of all wire is 10 m. 
The resistivity of the soil is given as 100 Ω m. 
 

 
Fig. 2.   Tower Configuration of Transmission Line 

 
III. PARAMETER-LESS FAULT LOCATOR 
 
The two end fault location algorithms works with 
measure voltage and current data from two end of 
concerning section bus. Now-a-day, the power system 
well equipped with modern measurement equipment 
like Phase Measurement unit (PMU) and fiber optics 
communication links that provide synchronized data 
of voltage and current and also it provide rate of 
change of frequency. 
In this algorithms it uses only voltage and current 
synchronized data if required but if un-synchronized 
data is available then it’s find synchronizing angle 
and use it for fault  

 

 
Fig. 3.   The Equivalent Circuit at the Time of   Fault 
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identification and location. From Fig.3 shows the 
equivalent circuit diagram of faulted transmission 
system. The three-phase voltage to the fault point are 
computed based on Kirchhoff’s Voltage Law from 
both end are taken and the equations are given as: 
 
V = mZ 	I

+ I
+ I R 																										(1) 

 
V = (1− m)Z 	I

+ I + I R 													(2) 
V − V = (1 − m)Z

+ 		+I 		+	I R 				(3) 
 
Where, m is per unit fault distance of transmission 
line. Z  is total transmission line impedance I , 
I , V , V , are the  three  phase  currents and 
voltage measured at concerning fault section buses as 
shown in Fig.3. If data are not synchronized than it 
can be calculated synchronized angle of other bus 
with reference bus, here it have been taken as  e  . It 
can facilitate estimate of the correct fault location. 
Now with synchronization angle equation (3) is 
rewritten for un-synchronized data set   as: 
 
V − V 	e =
(1 −m)Z +
																																								 I 		+	I 	e R 					(4)  
Where, e 		is written for the synchronization angle. 
Correctly identifying e with the help of three sample 
moving window method. Finding accurately angle is 
much important because it effect on the accuracy of 
fault location calculation. If it find e 		correctly then 
it easily the solve fault location from equation (4). 
For solving equation (3) and (4) we rewrite it’s in 
equation (5) and (6) respectively as: 
 
⧍V =
m	Z (I + I )− Z I 																									(5)   
 
⧍V = m	Z (I + I e )

− Z I e 												(6) 
 
Where, ⧍V  = V − V 	or  V − V 	e 			 
for synchronized or un-synchronized data equation 
(3) or (4) respectively. 
 
m = [X] 	[Y]																																																			(7)  
 
Fault	location
= m ∗ Length	of	Transmission	Line									(8) 
From equation (8),it can easily computed the fault 
location of transmission line without knowing line 

parameter. Overall step of the proposed algorithms is 
shown in the Fig.4 
 
IV. SIMULATED RESULTS AND 
DISCUSSIONS 
 

 
Fig. 4.  Flowchart of the proposed algorithm 

 
Proposed algorithm is based on two end measured 
data, the  
all derived equation is rewritten using the 
symmetrical transformation using its positive 
sequence component for further calculation. We 
generate all possible permanent and transient faults to 
check the feasibility of the algorithms in fault 
location. We also take un-synchronized measured 
data in this section for further calculation because we 
easily see from algorithms it equally applicable for 
any type of measured voltage and current data of 
buses. Equation (4) can be rewritten for un-
synchronized measured data. 
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V − V 	e
= (1− m)Z
+ 		+I 		+	I 	e R 																							(9) 
 
Where, V − V 	e = [T] (V − V 	e ) 
and [T] is transformation matrix [22]. Equation (5) is 
rewritten as, 
 
⧍V = m	Z (I + I )

− Z I 																							(10) 
 
Now taken the phasor measurement at instant t = t1 
then equation (8) is rewritten as, 
 
⧍V(t )
= m	Z (I(t ) + I(t ) )
− Z I(t ) 																																								(11) 
 
Now proceed for the N number of sample with 
constant interval ⧍t above equation is rewritten as, 

 
 
Equation (12) can be rewritten as, 
 
[V ]

= 	 [I ]
m	Z

Z 																																																		(13) 

 
Equation (13) should be solve for finding the ratio 
between unknown variables m	Z 	 and 
Z 		rather than computing the value of these 
variables. So that this ratio can be enumerated easily 
for available N number of equations, thus solving 
equation (13) as, 
 
m	Z

Z =

	[V ]	[I ] 																																																														(14)  			 
 
Then the fault location L  of line length L is 
calculated as, 
 
L = m ∗ L

=
m	Z

Z 																																																														(15) 

 
From equation it can easily found fault location with 
reasonable accuracy. With algorithms it have been 
calculated fault location of different cases and result 
are given in the Table-I. In Table-I it calculated fault 
location with respect of all fault types of permanent 
faults and shown in Table-I and error variation of 

actual location to calculated location is shown in 
Fig.4. For showing clear variation we take ten test 
cases   for each type of faults that may affect the 
technique accuracy including fault resistance, line 
loading and line transposition. The voltage and 
current data calculated at sampling frequency at 1.6 
MHz. The proposed algorithms based on fundamental 
phasors, the recursive Discrete Technique (DFT) is 
utilized to find out those phasors for each test cases, 
find out the resulted estimated error is given as a 
percentage of total line length. 
Presentage	Error

= 	
(L ) − (L )

Total	Line	Length 	X	100		(16) 

 
Where, (Lf) actual, (Lf ) calculated and L are the actual 
fault location, calculated fault location and 
transmission line length respectively. 
From the above Table-I and Fig.4 it seen that 
algorithms provide fault location with the maximum 
percentage error 0.1859  that  is  equal  to  in  length  
0.3718  Km  or  371.80   m that is within the 
permissible limit provided in IEEE standards [1]. ]. It 
also seen that when the fault location within 40 Km 
percentage error is negative but above this length 
percentage error is positive with respect to the 
reference bus. This algorithms require less than one 
cycle data to providing location of fault that 
accelerate the restoration process by reducing the 
search area and increased transfer capability of 
transmission line in specific time. 
 

TABLE I 
RESULT OF CALCULATED FAULT LOCATION WITH 

DIFFERENT FAULTS TYPES 
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Fig. 5. Performance of proposed algorithm for different types 

of fault along the entire transmission line 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
A simplest technique for fault location in 
transmission lines has been introduce without using 
line parameter on the least error square estimate 
principle. Simple formulas have been define that 
suitable for any type of faults. The describe 
algorithms has also suitable for different types of    
transmission lines. It also follow the guide line of two 
end fault. The describe algorithms has also suitable 
for different types of transmission lines. It also follow 
the guide line of two end fault location describe in the 
IEEE standers. Its performance evaluated based on 
nonlinear resistance such as the arcing faults has been 
calculated here. It has provide in a simple form and 
not used the line parameters but provide accurately 
location of the fault point within specify range. 
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